
Strategy: Reader’s Theater

DESCRIPTION

Reader’s Theater is a strategy in which students read the speech of the characters aloud.  It is
used with books with oral text, first person accounts, and dialogue.

STEPS

1. Read each page with intonation and reenact it.
2. Reread each page while students repeat and reenact with you.
3. Group students by characters. Reread each page with student characters.
4. Switch students to the other character. Reread each page with students.
5. Picture walk each page. Read the narrator’s line and call on students to read a character’s

line.
6. Allow students to independently reread the book.
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OBJECTIVE

1. Students will repeat lines spoken by characters with the appropriate speed, accuracy and

intonation.



2. Students will read aloud the lines spoken by characters in a text with the appropriate

speed, accuracy and intonation.

PREPARATION

● Make a written word card for each character and put them down the left side of the

board.

● Write the principle lines of each character on a strip of paper or large index card. Place

these next to the character’s name. This can be done beforehand or done in prior

lessons so they have a chance to practice the writing.

       
PRESENTATION

Introduce the English:

● Show the characters in the story.

● Practice pronunciation of the dinosaur names by following the steps below.

Model the following steps:

1. Take your thumb and have it touch the pinky finger for the first syllable of the dinosaur’s
name (DI) and say it, then have the thumb touch the ring finger and say the second syllable
(NO), then have the thumb touch the middle finger and say the third syllable (SAURS).

2. Repeat this action a little faster  DI – NO – SAURS
3. Repeat it again a little faster. DI - NO - SAURS, and finally one more time DINOSAURS.
4. Repeat this finger pronunciation technique for each of the dinosaurs: Dip-lo-do-cus,

Steg-o-saur-us, Comp-sog-na-thus, Tri-cer-a-tops, Pter-a-no-don, and Ty-ran-no-saur-us.
5. Say the narrator’s line that has these dinosaur names and have students repeat after you,

“says Diplodocus.”  “agrees his friend, Stegosaurus, :  “Cries Compsognathus,”  “Says
Triceratops.”  “says Pteranodon.”  “roars Tyrannosaurus.”

6. Read each line of each dinosaur and have students repeat these lines after you.

GUIDED PRACTICE

1. Say the lines of a character and call on students to find the corresponding strip on the
board.

2. Read the narrator's part and stop when there is a character’s part to call on a student to
read it.

INTERACTIVELY READ

1. Read the entire story. When you read the narrator's part, have everyone in the class repeat
as an echo the narrator’s line.
Optional: When you read each character’s part, call on one student to echo that character’s
lines.



2. Place students in groups of 6 to reflect the 6 characters in the story. They are to reenact the
story together as a group reading the lines and acting the story.

ACTIVITY

1. Take the strips of paper or cards with lines that the characters speak.
2. Make strips or cards with character names.
3. Put the strips right-side-down on the floor. Have students pick up one and read it aloud.
4. Have students find other students with the corresponding strip of paper or card.

ASSESSMENT

● Make a checklist with 4 columns:  1. student names  2. speed  3. accuracy  4. intonation.

● Mark each student for speed, accuracy, and intonation.

● Alternatively, conduct a Words Per Minute (WPM) assessment of the student reading

the text.


